
Russell Barrel' 
78-23 73 Pl. 
Glendale, NY 11335 

Dear Ruosell, 

12/7/94 , 

Reut 12/3, when you refer to "at that stage" and the passibility that ONT was running 

Oswald, you are feforring to him in llexico City. , 

havo never Liven "that stage any special thought but T have always believed 

that there has to have been a reason important to the ONT for it never to have made 

airy r.ul investigation, either when 140 went abroad or on his return or at the time of 

the assassination and for removing from all records any reference, to the high 

security clearance he did have. 

That the Eexico City GI& people knew nothing .about Oswald does not haves 

think, any spojial moaning, without their having some need to know. 

After hiu pyainiag off of what he knew was a fake I'll pay no attention to omything 

Jack °hit° says. 

But chat he says in this instance makes no sense at all. 

Best, 



12-3-94 

Harold Weisberg 

7627 Old Receiver Rd. 

Frederick, MD 21702 

Dear Harold: 

In Posner's paperback he sets it forth that Kostikov is writing a 

book on his alleged interview of Oswald. Kostikov is quoted, in 
JArrain 

regard to same by Nechiporenko in "Passport to Assassination': I 

apologize for the error. 

For what it is worth, I saw on TV a man, allegedly Kostikov, spea-

king of Oswald. I say allegedly because this Kostikov looks so sus-

piciously young that you would take him for a man who could not be 

any older than his mid-forties. 

In regard to Mexico City, this juror is still out. I haven't come 

across any hard evidence that he was really there, and even though 

I'm willing to be persuaded that he was, I think that even then, 

in all likelihood he was at most placed there deliberately, and 

that in all matters thereto he was engaged, at most, in mere In-

telligence agency scaepping. I would be interested in your view 

of the possibility that, at that stage, he was being run by O.N.I. 

This occurs because, it seems, the CIA people there really didn't 

know what he looked like, or how he sounded. Jack White raises 

the possibility (intriguing at most--certainly not in the nature 

of hard evidence) that a man seen in a photo owned by Oswald might 

be the heavy-set man seen in the CIA's Mexico City photos as Os-

wald. 

I don't know anything about "The Wedge; pr Mark Reichert. 

Thanks for the response and Godspeed in the comg4etion of your 

next book. 

Best wishes 

Russell Harrell 


